Social media search and relatives search
Queried Facebook, Accurint, Cobalt and LInX for [REDACTED] (DOB [REDACTED]) and parents
Yielded 5 alternate phone numbers for parents
Queried through Facebook, yielding (4) results and (3) potential family members
NF for [REDACTED]
Sent Via email
based on IG name [REDACTED], ran several system searches to help ID suspect. No name found, but possible house number, school, and relatives based on analysis of social media photographs, etc.
Req. comprehensive background on [name] (DOB [DOB]). Report incl background on relatives & all of their social media presence. Report printed, not emailed.
Ran through LinX, Accurint, & TLO. through FB too. Provided relatives/associates and FB page. Info sent via email, no report created.
Her name was queried through COBAL, LinX, Accurint and social media databases for all contact information and family members.
Photo, addresses, associates and social media on mother (DOB: ...) 

PDID: ...
Social Media lookup in reference to a who is yrs ld. Mother's name is with a possible address of
social media & relatives contact information for (DOB PDID: ...)
social media searches for mother, father, godmother, other relative & subject (DOB [redacted]). Also included Private Cameras for area where his phone was pinging and friend allegedly lives.
Unfortunately, all produced negative social media for [redacted], PDID [redacted] got Facebook, Accurint, Myspace, & Twitter returns (though not account). Sent mom's FB info too
searches for known suspect "...

...described as B/M, yo,...

...

...lbs., short fade, light to medium complexion and is in the

found mother, via COBALT and Facebook queried Accurint/TLO for mother
Ran in LInX to get DOB. Also sent PDID, LKAs, height & weight, plus mom's info (queried in Accurint). Ran phone numbers through FB with neg results. Sent info via email.
Hope this helps!

Ran social media searches for [redacted] DOB: [redacted] located Facebook, Twitter, IG and Youtube accounts for him and his mother.
Provided social media information on complainant, [BLACKED OUT], AKA [BLACKED OUT], as well as his family members and associates who live in the area in which the shooting occurred and [BLACKED OUT] who often posts photos with [BLACKED OUT].
suspect ID searches - It provided suspect father's info (DOB [redacted]). Searches for suspect [son] were negative - queried Accurint, TLO, Cobalt, LinX, social media.